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A noncomplete graph G is called an (n, k)-graph if it is n-connected and G&X
is not (n&|X |+1)-connected for any XV(G) with |X |k. Mader conjectured
that for k3 the graph K2k+2 -(1-factor) is the unique (2k, k)-graph. We settle this
conjecture for k4.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of (n, k)-graphs has been introduced by Maurer and Slater
in [9]. They conjectured that there is no (n, k)-graph for n<2k, which has
been proved by Su in [11]. We will refer to this as to ‘‘Su’s theorem.’’
Recently, Jorda n found a very short and elegant proof [2].
Beside the problem of characterizing the extremal graphs where n=2k is
attained there are still open questions on (n, k)-graphs. For a survey see
[6]. Given a graph G, let }(G) be its connectivity and TG be the set of its
smallest separating sets, i.e., its separating vertex sets of cardinality }(G).
For T # TG , a T-fragment is the union of at least one but not of all com-
ponents of G&T. A fragment is a T-fragment for some T # TG , an inclusion
minimal fragment is called an end. The following two conjectures are due
to Mader.
Conjecture 1 [7]. Let k1. Then
any (n, k)-graph contains 2k+2 disjoint fragments. (C 1k)
Obviously, we obtain an equivalent statement if we replace the word
‘‘fragment’’ by the word ‘‘end.’’
Conjecture 2 [6]. Let k3. Then
the graph K2k+2-(1&factor) is the unique (2k, k)-graph. (C 2k)
Mader has settled Conjecture 1 for k=1 in [7], Su has settled the case
k=2 in [12], and also settled the general case for (n, k)-graphs with
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|G|>(k+2) n in [13]. Mader has proved that each of the conjectures
above would imply Su’s theorem [6], and settled Conjecture 2 for k=3
(unpublished, see [6, p. 392]). The purpose of this paper is to give a proof




Let G=(V, E ) be a graph. For any vertex x # V(G) let NG(x) be the
neighborhood and #G(x) :=|NG(x)| be the degree of x in G. Let |G| :=
|V(G)|. For XV(G) let NG(X ) :=x # X NG(x)&X and X G :=V(G)&
(X _ NG(X )) (this should not confuse with the notation G of the
complementary graph of a graph G). We omit the index G if it is clear from
the context. For abbreviation, we define Vk(G) :=[x # V(G) : #G(x)=k].
We will often need the following fundamental properties of fragments.
Lemma 1 [8]. Let F be a T-fragment and F $ be a T $-fragment with
F & F ${<. Then |F & T $||F $ & T |.
If equality holds then F & F $ is a fragment, and N(F & F $)=(F & T $) _
(T & T $) _ (T & F $). In particular, F & F $ and F & F $ are both fragments if
and only if they are both nonempty.
The following conjecture will be used only for technical purposes; it is
weaker than Conjecture 2 for k3.
Conjecture 3. Let k2. Then
any (2k, k)-graph which contains a vertex of degree at least
2k+1 contains at least 2k+3 vertices of degree 2k. (C 3k)
For k3, (C 2k) implies immediately (C
3
k). The (4, 2)-graphs have been
characterized by Mader [6, Theorem 7], using results of Fontet; they are
all 4-regularhence (C 32) is true. Condition (C
3
1) does not hold, but the
following remains true.
Lemma 2. Let G be a (2, 1)-graph, |G|5, |V2(G)|4 and |V3(G)|=0.
Then G contains two sets X, YV2(G) which both induce a K2 and satisfy
(N(X ) _ X ) & (N(Y ) _ Y )=< and N(X ) _ N(Y )V4(G). In particular,
|V4(G)|=4.
Proof. We claim that there exists a fragment F with F and F both
containing edges; for otherwise we consider a vertex x # V2(G); since x is
contained in some T # TG and since at most one T-fragment is not edgeless,
there must be a y # N(x) & V2(G). Since |G|5, [x, y] is also a fragment,
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hence [x, y] must be edgeless; again, each vertex of [x, y]V2(G) must
be adjacent to a vertex of degree 2. Therefore, G must be a C5 , contradicting
|V2(G)|4.
So we may take an (arbitrary) fragment F with F and F both containing
edges. Take fragments XF, YF such that X and Y contain edges but
every fragment F $ with F $/X or F $/Y is edgeless.
We claim that X and Y have the properties of the assertion.
First we prove that any vertex x # X has a neighbor in X & V2(G).
Consider a T $ # TG containing x. If T $ & X =< then F $/X for some
T $-fragment F $; F $ is edgeless by choice of X, and thus F $N(x) & X &
V2(G). Thus, we may assume that T $ & X {<. Since |X |2, there exists
a T $-fragment F $ intersecting X. By Lemma 1, F $ & X is a fragment; by
choice of X, F $ & XV2(G). Since x # N(F $ & X ), it follows F $ & X
N(x) & X & V2(G).
This proves that X contains two adjacent vertices of degree 2. Since the
same arguments hold for Y, it follows that X contains precisely two vertices
x, x$ of degree 2, which are, in addition, adjacent. It follows that [x, x$] is
a fragment with edges. By choice of X, X=[x, x$]. The same argumentation
holds for Y.
Furthermore, for an arbitrary F with F and F both containing edges, we
have XF and YF (or vice versa), and, therefore, XY .
Since V3(G)=<, X/Y . Take a fragment ZY such that X/Z but
X/3 F $ for each fragment F $/Z.
By a similar argument as above, every vertex x # Z has a neighbor in
V2(G), and therefore a neighbor in X (consider x # Z and take T # TG with
x # T ; there exists a T-fragment F with F & Z{<. If there is an edgeless
T-fragment then N(x) & V2(G){<, and we are done. So F and F both
contain edges. As we have seen above, it follows XF and YF (or vice
versa). If T & Z =< then F/ZY , and, by choice of Z, F=X&hence
N(x) & V2(G){<. If T & Z {<, then F & Z is a fragment by Lemma 1,
and, by choice of Z, F & Z=X. Since x # N(F & Z), it follows N(x) &
V2(G){<).
In particular, |Z&X |2. Since every vertex in Z&X has precisely
one neighbor in X, at most two neighbors in N(Z), and at most one
neighbor in Z&X, it follows |Z&X |=2 and N(X )=Z&XV4(G). In
particular, N(Y ) & N(X )=<. The same argumentation yields N(Y )V4(G),
accomplishing the proof. K
The following conjecture, which is also weaker than Conjecture 2, is not
only of technical interest, since such a result would simplify our proof of
Conjecture 2 restricted to vertex transitive graphs [5], and since it would
also imply a better upper bound for the number of vertices of a
(2k, k)-graph, k3. (The author proved recently |G|1+ 223 k for every
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(2k, k)-graph G and k being large enough, and this would drop to 1+6k
if Conjecture 4 would be true [4].)
Conjecture 4. Let k3. Then
a (2k, k)-graph has no fragment of cardinality 2. (C 4k)
Theorem 1 below implies that if Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 3 both
would be true, Conjecture 4 would be true. However, we use this fact in a
more detailled form. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following
observation.
Lemma 3. Let G be an (n, k)-graph and X, YV(G) with |X |k such
that YT for all T # TG with XT.
Then any fragment of G&(X _ Y ) is a fragment of G, and G&(X _ Y )
is an (n&|X _ Y |, k&|X | )-graph.
Proof. Since X _ Y is contained in a smallest separating set of G,
}(G&(X _ Y ))=n&|X _ Y |, and the smallest separating sets of
G&(X _ Y ) are precisely the sets T&(X _ Y ) with X _ YT # TG . This
proves the first part of the assertion. Now consider an arbitrary
ZV(G&(X _ Y )) with |Z|k&|X |. Since |Z _ X |k, there exists a
TTG with Z _ XT. Since YT, T&(X _ Y ) is a smallest separating
set of G&(X _ Y ) containing Z. K
Beside the obvious conclusion that for an (n, k)-graph G and XV(G)
with |X |k, the graph G&X must be an (n&|X |, k&|X | )-graph, we
shall use the following consequences of Lemma 3:
Lemma 4. Let G be an (n, k)-graph, k3, and let [x, y] be a fragment
of G.
(1) If #(x)>n or x  N( y) then G&[x, y] is an (n&2, k&1)-graph.
(2) If w # N([x, y])&N( y) then G&[w, x, y] is an (n&3, k&2)-graph.
(3) If w # N([x, y])&N( y) and z # N([x, y]) is adjacent to all
vertices in N([x, y])&[w, z] then G&[w, x, y, z] is an (n&4, k&2)-graph.
In either case, the fragments of the reduced graph are fragments of G.
Proof. If x has degree more than n, x must be adjacent to all vertices
in N([x, y]) _ [ y], hence N( y)N(x) _ [x]; the latter set inclusion also
holds if x, y are not adjacent. Hence, under the conditions in (1), every
smallest separating set which contains y must separate [x] _ N(x) (since it
separates N( y)[x] _ N(x)) and thus must contain x, too. So Lemma 3
applies to X :=[ y] and Y :=[x]. This proves (1).
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If the conditions of (2) are fulfilled, y must be adjacent to all vertices in
[x] _ (N(x)&[w]). Hence N(x)&[w][ y] _ N( y). Since every smallest
separating set which contains w, x must separate N(x)&[w], it must
contain y, too. So Lemma 3 applies to X :=[w, x] and Y :=[ y]. This
proves (2).
If the conditions of (3) are fulfilled then every smallest separating set T
which contains w, x must contain y, too, as we have seen in the preceeding
paragraph, and hence must separate N([x, y])&[w]; since z is adjacent to
all vertices of N([x, y])&[w, z], z # T follows, and hence Lemma 3 applies
to X :=[w, x] and Y :=[ y, z]. This proves (3). K
Theorem 1. Let k3. Assume that (C 1k&2) and (C
3
l) for k&3l
k&1, l2, are true. Then (C 4k) is true.
Proof. Let G be a (2k, k)-graph. Assume that there is a T-fragment
F=[x, y], x{ y. If #(x)>2k or #( y)>2k or x  N( y), then, by (1) of
Lemma 4, G&F must be a (2k&2, k&1)-graph containing a vertex in F
of degree at least 2 } (k&1)+2. By (C 3k&1), |N(F )|2k+1, which is
absurd. Thus we may assume that #(x)=#( y)=2k and x # N( y). Let w be
the vertex in T&N( y) and z be the vertex in T&N(x). Clearly,
T=[w, z] _ (N(x) & N( y)). By (2) of Lemma 4, G& :=G&[w, x, y] must
be a (2k&3, k&2)-graph. By (C 1k&2), G
& contains 2k&2 disjoint ends
F1 , ..., F2k&2 . Each of them has to intersect N(x)&[w, x, y]T&[w, z]
(by Lemma 1); z # Fi implies |T & Fi |2, and Fi & F {< implies
|Fi & T ||F & N(Fi)|=2 by Lemma 1; therefore, at most one of the ends
Fi has cardinality at least 2. In particular, w has at least 2k&3 neighbors
of degree 2k in T&[w, z]; by symmetry, z has at least 2k&3 neighbors of
degree 2k in T&[w, z].
Assume that |F1 & T |2. Then F1 & T=[t, z] for some t # T&[w, z].
Since |N(z) & (T&[w, z])|2k&3, |F1 & (T&[w, z])|=1 and therefore
F1 =[t$] and |N(F1 ) & F |=1. Let T $ # TG contain w, x and t. This implies
again y # T $. Since F1 is an end in G&, F1 & T ${< and therefore t$ # T $.
Since z is adjacent to all vertices in T&[w, z, t$], z must be in T $. By
|T & T $|4 and |F & T $|=2 we have k4. Applying Lemma 3 to
X=[w, x, t], Y=[ y, z, t$], we obtain that G&& :=G&[w, x, y, z, t, t$]
must be a (2k&6, k&3)-graph containing a vertex in F of degree at least
2 } (k&3)+2=2k&4 in G&&. If k>4, then G&& has to contain at least
2 } (k&3)+3=2k&3 vertices of degree 2 } (k&3) by (C 3k&3), which is
absurd, since all these vertices must be in T&[w, z, t, t$]. If k=4, then
G&& satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 and thus t$ has at least four
neighbors in V4(G&&)F , which contradicts |N(F1 ) & F |=1.
So far we have proved that w has 2k&2 neighbors of degree 2k in
T&[w, z]. By symmetry, z has 2k&2 neighbors of degree 2k in T&[w, z],
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and, by (3) of Lemma 4, G&&& :=G&[w, x, y, z] is a (2k&4, k&2)-
graph containing a vertex of degree at least 2 } (k&2)+2 in F , which leads,
again, to a contradiction by (C 3k&2) if k>3. But if k=3, then G
&&&
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2: Its vertices in F have a degree at least
4, and its four vertices in T&[w, z] have degree 2 in G&&&, since they
have degree 6 in G and since they are adjacent to each of w, x, y, z. Take
X and Y as in the conclusion of Lemma 2 and let q # X; then X _ YT,
q has precisely one neighbor in F , and G(F _ T ), i.e., the subgraph induced
by F _ T, is 4-connected and cannot be separated by four vertices other
than (F _ T )&(X _ Y ), as it is indicated by Fig. 1.
Since G is a (6, 3)-graph, NG&&&(X ) _ [q] must be contained in a
smallest separating set T $ of G. Since T $ separates NG(q)&T $F _ T it
must contain at least four vertices of F _ T, and since |T $ & F |2, T $ con-
tains exactly four vertices of F _ T, one of them being q. But then T $ does
not separate F _ T, a contradiction. K
To prepare the proof of Theorem 2, we need a result on vertex domina-
tion in graphs. Let G be a graph and D, SV(G). We say that D dominates
S, if SD _ NG(D). Let
;(G) :=min[ |D| : DV(G) dominates V(G)]
and
;2(G) :=min[ |D| : DV(G) dominates V(G)&(V0(G) _ V1(G))].
Clearly, ;2(G);(G). If G has no isolated vertices then G has a spanning
forest without isolated vertices; this forest can be 2-coloured, and each
colour class dominates V(G); therefore, ;(G)|G|2. The following lemma
due to Payan and Xuong [10] describes the extremal graphs where this
bound is attained. According to the terminology in [10], let P(H ) be the
graph obtained from a graph H by connecting |H | new vertices by |H | new
FIGURE 1
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edges to H such that the new edges are independent and each new edge is
incident with precisely one new vertex.
Lemma 5 [10, Proposition 1]. Let G be a graph without isolated ver-
tices. Then ;(G)|G|2, and equality holds if and only if each component of
G is either a chordless cycle of length 4 or a graph P(H ) for some connected
graph H.
Lemma 6 gives an upper bound for ;2(G) and characterizes the graphs
where this bound is attained.
Lemma 6. Let G be a graph. Then ;2(G)|G|2, and equality holds if
and only if each component of G is a chordless cycle of length 4.
Proof. Let C be a component of G. If |C |2 then ;2(G)=0<|C |2.
If C is a graph P(H ) for some connected graph H on at least two vertices
then a vertex set which dominates V(H) dominates V(P(H))&(V0(P(H)) _
V1(P(H ))) as well, and, by Lemma 5 applied to H, ;2(P(H ));(H )
|H |2=|P(H )|4<|C |2. It follows that ;2(C)|C |2 and equality holds
if and only if C is a chordless cycle of length 4. Since ;2(G) is equal to
the sum of ;2(C) taken over all components C of G, the assertion
follows. K
Theorem 2. Let k3. Let G be a (2k, k)-graph nonisomorphic to
K2k+2 &(1&factor) without fragments of cardinality 2. Then for any vertex
x # V2k(G) there exists a smallest separating set T containing x with |F |3
for each T-fragment F. In particular, |G|2k+6.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there is a vertex x # V2k(G) such
that any k&1 vertices of N(x) have a common neighbor in N(x) & V2k(G).
Since G has no fragments of cardinality 2 and |[x]|2, |NG( y) & [x]|2
for all y # NG(x), hence #G(N(x))( y)2 for all y # N(x) & V2k(G). Let
C1 , ..., Cl be the components of G(N(x)).
If all Ci are chordless cycles of length four then fix z # Ci for some
i # [1, ..., l] for a while and choose a set Y which contains exactly two
adjacent vertices of each component Cj , i{ j; let y be the vertex which is
nonadjacent to z in Ci . Then Y _ [x, y] is contained in some T # TG . By
assumption, |F |=1 for some T-fragment F, and since F & N(x){<,
FN(x) follows. By choice of Y and y, for each vertex f in N(x)&[z]
there exists a vertex t # Y _ [x, y]T which is not adjacent to f. There-
fore, F=[z]V2k(G). Since z has been chosen arbitrarily, N(x)V2k(G).
Note that |[x]|3; furthermore, k4 since 4l=2k. Hence there is a
T # TG containing x and three vertices of [x]; by assumption, F=[ f ] for
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some T-fragment F, but then f # N(x) and |N( f ) & [x]|3, which is a
contradiction.
Thus at least one component of G(N(x)) is not a chordless cycle of
length four; but then we find DN(x) with |D|k&1 and V2k(G) &
N(x)D _ NG (D) by Lemma 6. There exists a T # TG with [x] _ DT,
hence |F |3 for each T-fragment F. K
In the proof of the next theorem we shall use the well known fact that
every (2k, k)-graph contains a vertex of degree 2k. (See [1, Corollary]; or
use Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 for a simple induction proof.)
Theorem 3. Let k3. Let G be a (2k, k)-graph without fragments of
cardinality 2. Assume that
|N(a) & N(b) & V2k(G)|2k&3
for all a # V2k(G), b # N(a) & V2k(G). (1)
Then G is isomorphic to K2k+2 -(1-factor).
Proof. Assume the contrary. Fix a # V2k(G) for a while. Since G con-
tains no fragment of cardinality 2, no b # N(a) & V2k(G) has 2k&2
neighbors in common with ahence equality holds in (1). Then G(N(a) &
V2k(G)) is (2k&3)-regular and thus N(a)V2k(G), since N(a) contains no
K2k&2 (if XN(a) would induce a K2k&2 , the three vertices of
[a] _ N(a)&X could not be contained in a smallest separating set of G).
Since a was arbitrarily chosen, G is 2k-regular. Take c # C :=N(N(a))&
[a] and b # N(a) & N(c). Since G(N(b)) is (2k&3)-regular, |N(c) & N(a) &
N(b)|2k&4; since b # N(c) & N(a)&N(b), we have |N(c) & N(a)|
2k&3. Thus, there are at least |C | } (2k&3) edges between C and N(a). On
the other hand, there are exactly 2 } 2k edges leading from N(a) to C and
thus |C |4k(2k&3)4. In particular, C does not separate G, hence
[a]=C. It follows |G|2k+5; applying Theorem 2 completes the
proof. K
3. THE (6, 3)- AND (8, 4)-GRAPHS
In order to establish the main results of this section we need a basic
property of ends which has been proved by Mader in a more general form
[8].
Lemma 7. Let B be an end of the graph G and T # TG with B & T{<.
Then BT, B T, or FNG(B) for some T-fragment F with |F |<}(G)2.
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In the proof of Theorem 4 below we will analyze a system of disjoint
ends of a (4, 1)-graph; the following fact will be useful there.
Lemma 8. Let G be a graph with }(G)=4. Let F3 be a fragment and F4
be an end with F3 & F4=<, |F3 |3, and |F4 |4. Then F4 & N(F3)=<.
Proof. Let T3 :=N(F3) and T4 :=N(F4). Assume that F4 & T3 {<.
Since F4 3 T3 , we have F3 & F4 {<. Since F4 & T3 {<, we have F4 3 F3 .
By Lemma 1 it follows that F3 & F4 =<, and |F3 & T4 |> |F4 & T3 |1.
Thus, |T4 ||T4 & F3 |+|T4 & F3 ||F3 |+25, which is absurd. K
The following result is again due to Mader [7].
Lemma 9 [7]. An (n, 1)-graph possesses two disjoint fragments of
cardinality at most n2.
Now we are prepared to prove the following.
Theorem 4. K8 &(1&factor) is the unique (6, 3)-graph.
Proof. Let G be a (6, 3)-graph. (C 11) and (C
3
2) are true. By Theorem 1,
G contains no fragment of cardinality 2. In particular, for arbitrary vertices
a{b, the (4, 1)-graph G&[a, b] contains no fragment of cardinality 2; by
Lemma 9, it contains two distinct fragments of cardinality at most 2 and
thus
|N(a) & N(b) & V6(G)|2 for all a{b in V(G). (2)
Now we prove
|N(a) & N(b)|3 for all a # V6(G), b # N(a) & V6(G),
and if |N(a) & N(b) & V6(G)|=2 then |G|13. (3)
Let a # V6(G) and b # N(a) & V6(G). Set M :=N(a) & N(b), G& :=
G&[a, b] and N&(X ) :=N(X )&[a, b], N&(x) :=N(x)&[a, b] for all
XV(G), x # V(G). By (C 11), G
& has four disjoint ends F1 , F2 , F3 , and F4 .
By Lemma 9, G& has to contain two disjoint fragments of cardinality
at most 2. Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that
F1=[c], F2=[d ]. We may assume that |M & V6(G)|=2 and thus
|F3 |, |F4 |3.Since |(F3 _ F4) & N(a)||N(a)&[b, c, d ]|=3, |F3 & N(a)|=1
or |F4 & N(a)|=1; if |F3 |=|F4 |=3, F3 & [a] or F4 & [a] would be a
fragment of cardinality 2 by Lemma 1, hence we may assume |F4 |4. By
Lemma 8, N&(F3) & F4 must be empty and therefore |G||[a, b] |+
|F3 |+|N&(F3)|+|F4 |13.
Thus we may assume that M=[c, d ].
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We claim that
|F3 |, |F4 |4. (4)
Assume that |F3 |=3. Since M=[c, d ], |F3 & N(a)|=1 or |F3 & N(b)|=1,
hence F3 & [a] or F3 & [b] would be a fragment of cardinality 2 by
Lemma 1, which is absurd. This proves (4).
We claim that
F3 _ F4 N&(c) _ N&(d ). (5)
By symmetry, it suffices to prove F4 N&(c) _ N &(d ). Assume that there
is a T-fragment F of G& with T & F4 {<, F & F4 {<, and F & F4 {<;
By Lemma 1, F4 T, |F & N&(F4)|>|F4 & T |1, |F & N &(F4)|>
|F4 & T |1, and, since |(F _ F ) & N&(F4)|4, |F4 |=1which implies
F4 # [F1 , F2]; without loss of generality, F4 =F1 . But then
F3 _ F2 N&(F4), which is impossible by (4).
Therefore we may assume that for each f # F4 there exists a T-fragment
F of G& with f # T and F4 & F=<. By Lemma 8, |F |<3, so F # [F1 , F2].
Thus, each f # F4 is adjacent to c or to d. This proves (5).
By (4) and (5) it follows that |F3 |= |F4 |=4, N&(c), N&(d ) are disjoint,
and F3 _ F4=N&(c) _ N &(d ). By Lemma 8, N&(F3) & F4=<. If
|F4 & N(a)|=|F4 & N(b)|=1 then X :=F4 & [a] & [b] contains precisely
two elements, and N(X )(N(F4)&[a, b]) _ (F4 & (N(a) _ N(b))) con-
tains precisely 6 elements, contradicting the fact that G contains no
fragments of cardinality 2. Therefore, without loss of generality, F3 &
N(a)=[a$] for some vertex a$, and N(a)&[b, a$, c, d ]F4 F3 . By (2),
a$ has two neighbors in N(a). Consequently, a$ # N&(c) & N&(d ), which
contradicts N&(c) & N&(d )=<. This proves (3). But then
|N(a) & N(b) & V6(G)|3 for all a # V6(G), b # N(a) & V6(G),
for otherwise |N(a) & V6(G)|5, and we had |G|13 by (3); on the one
hand, there are at most 2 } 5 edges leading from N(a) & V6(G) to [a]; on
the other hand, there are at least 2 } |[a]| edges leading from [a] to
N(a) & V6(G), therefore 2 } |[a]|2 } 5 and thus |G|12, a contradiction.
Applying Theorem 3 completes the proof. K
Theorem 5. K10 &(1& factor) is the unique (8, 4)-graph.
Proof. Let G be an (8, 4)-graph. (C 12) and (C
3
2) are true; (C
3
3) is true by
Theorem 4. By Theorem 1, G does not contain a fragment of cardinality 2.
By Theorem 2 we may assume that |G|14. But then
any three vertices have two common neighbors of degree 8 in G, (6)
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since for x, y, z all distinct G&[x, y, z] is a (5, 1)-graph and has to con-
tain two fragments of cardinality at most 2 (by Lemma 9), and thus has to
contain two vertices of degree five. Taking a{b and a common neighbor
c of degree 8, a, b, c have two common neighbors of degree 8 by (6), and
thus
any two vertices have three common neighbors of degree 8 in G.
Now consider a{b in V(G) and set M :=N(a) & N(b) & V8(G). Assume
that |M |=3. Since there are two common neighbors of degree 8 of a, b and
any c # M, there are at most 12 edges between vertices of M and of
X :=G&(M _ [a, b]); since any vertex of X is adjacent to at least two ver-
tices of M by (6), 2 } |X |12; but |X ||G|&59, a contradiction. Hence
any two vertices have four common neighbors of degree 8 in G. (7)
Now consider a # V8(G) and b # N(a) & V8(G); reset M :=N(a) & N(b) &
V8(G) and assume that |M |<5. Then |M |=4 by (7). By (6), there are two
common neighbors of degree 8 of a, b, and any c # M, hence #G(M)(c)2
for all c # M. Since any vertex of X :=G&(M _ [a, b]) is adjacent to at
least two vertices of M by (6) and since any vertex of M is adjacent to at
most four vertices in X, we obtain 2 } |X |4 } |M |, i.e., 14&6
|G|&(|M |+2)=|X |2 } |M |=8. Therefore, |G|=14, G(M) must be 2-
regular and thus isomorphic to a chordless cycle of length four, and every
vertex of X has exactly two neighbors in M. Since |N(a) & X |=3, there
exists a T containing a and N(a) & X; since N(a)&X induces a wheel with
center b, it follows b # T, and, for any T-fragment F, |F & N(a)|=
|F & N(a)|=|T & [a]|=1. Let c be the vertex in F & N(a). Since [a, c] is
not a fragment, it must have more than 8 neighbors, and hence
|N(c) & [a]|2; on the other hand, |T & [a]|1, hence there must be a
neighbor of c in F & [a]. Therefore, we obtain |F |2 for each T-fragment
F, and thus |F |=|F |=3; but this implies that F & [a] is a fragment of
cardinality 2 (apply Lemma 1), which is absurd. Hence we have proved
|N(a) & N(b) & V8(G)|5 for all a # V8(G), b # N(a) & V8(G)
and may apply Theorem 3. K
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The proof of Theorem 5 seems to be somewhat easier than the proof of
Theorem 4, since it does not require an exhaustive analysis of a fragment
system. This might indicate that (C 24) is more or less a consequence of
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(C 12), while for proving (C
2
3) we do need much more information than
provided in (C 11). However, we could not prove that, for k5, (C
1
k&2)
implies (C 2k), but it could be possible.
In our verification of Conjecture 2 for symmetric graphs, Theorem 4 and
Theorem 5 will be useful to simplify some induction proofs [5].
Note that all conjectures mentioned in this paper and in [6] are true for
line graphs of multigraphs since it has been proved recently by the author
that there is no (n, 3)-graph which is the line graph of a multigraph [3].
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